Unit 4 Week 3

**Story**
Dear Primo: A Letter to My Cousin

**Genre**
Realistic Fiction

**Story**
Games Around the World

**Genre**
Expository Text

**Story**
Happy New Year!

**Genre**
Realistic Fiction

---

**Comprehension Strategy**
visualize

**Comprehension Skill**
plot: compare and contrast

**Vocabulary Strategy**
similes

**Writing Traits**
voice

**Grammar**
irregular verbs-go, do, say, tell, see

**Structural Analysis**
irregular plurals

**Mechanics**
book titles-capitalize and underline

---

**Vocabulary**

- **common**- belonging to all
- **customs**- a way of acting done by many people
- **favorite**- best-liked
- **parades**- marches in honor of something
- **surrounded**- shut in on all sides
- **costume**- clothing worn to look like something else
- **travels**- goes somewhere
- **wonder**- to want to know about

---

**High Frequency Words**
ago, carry, certain, everyone, heavy, outside, people, problem, together, warm

**Oral Vocabulary Words**
accompanies, locker, crowded, usual, assigns

---